Abstract-Measurement of end-to-end available bandwidth has received considerable attention due to its potential use in improving QoS. Available bandwidth enables the sending rate to adapt to network conditions, so that packet loss, caused by congestion, can be significantly reduced before error control mechanisms are finally employed. To this end, we propose a probing noise resilient available bandwidth estimation scheme, called JitterPath, which is adaptive to both the fluid and bursty traffic models. Two key factors, one-way delay jitter and accumulated queuing delay, are both exploited to predict the type of queuing region for each packet pair. Then, the bottleneck utilization information included in the joint queuing regions is estimated and used to quantify the captured traffic ratio, which indicates the relationship between the probing rate and available bandwidth. The contributions of our method are as follows: 1) JitterPath can work without being restricted to fluid traffic models; 2) since JitterPath does not directly use the bottleneck link capacity to calculate the available bandwidth, it is feasible for use in a multihop environment with a single bottleneck; and 3) JitterPath inherently reduces the impact of probing noises under the bursty cross traffic model. Extensive simulations, Internet experiments, and comparisons with other methods were conducted to verify the effectiveness of our method under both single-hop and multihop environments.
I. INTRODUCTION

A. Background
F
OR multimedia transmission over a network, bandwidth is a key factor that affects the packet loss rate, which may be severe if the sending rate is not adaptively adjusted according to the network conditions. In order to exploit network bandwidth efficiently, multimedia data (e.g., video) needs to be compressed in advance before transmission. However, when packet loss occurs, reference errors that occur during decoding will be propaManuscript received June 14, 2006 ; revised October 31, 2006 . This work was supported by the National Science Council under Grants 93-2213-E-001-026 and 94-2213-E-001-027. Partial results of this study were published in [8] . The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Dr. Anna Hac.
Y. gated, further degrading the quality of the decoded data. In order to enable decoded video to be displayed with uniform quality, the network needs to provide quality-of-service (QoS) [32] for multimedia transmission. In this paper, we shall focus on available bandwidth estimation, which is closely related to congestion control and adaptive rate adjustment.
In the literature, numerous approaches have been presented for estimating network bandwidth. In [2] , Dutta and Zhang improved the current Internet infrastructure so as to support different kinds of QoS in core networks. However, their method undesirably changes the intermediate nodes of a network; thus, scalability is lost. In [15] , [16] , [25] , [32] , methods were proposed for adjusting the transmission rate according to the current network conditions. Their common characteristic is that a scalable video coding scheme is incorporated with a network behavior monitor. The key to these solutions lies in the methods used to reliably detect network conditions, where congestion plays a crucial role. Traditional transport protocols (e.g., TCP), however, are still insufficient for dealing with congestion because they need an indication of the packet loss 1 to adjust the sending rate in a blind manner so that video transmission with stable quality cannot be guaranteed. For this reason, the user datagram protocol (UDP) and an additional congestion control mechanism are usually combined to facilitate video transmission. In [33] , Yoma et al. proposed a new real-time protocol that uses more bandwidth than the TCP-friendly protocols, but does not require any network admission control mechanism to protect the TCP traffic from unacceptable degradation due to the increase of the bandwidth required by UDP applications. Their protocol adapts the bandwidth allocated to a real-time application with the Least Mean Square (LMS) algorithm that aims at reducing the error between packet loss and a desired response. Basically, Yoma et al.'s scheme can be seen as a compromise between the conservative TCP-friendly protocols and the ordinary UDP open-loop scheme.
In this paper, in order to deal with congestion, we prefer to control the sending rate through available bandwidth estimation. Our method is based on the fact that bandwidth utilization and variation are closely related to the sending rate, congestion, and packet loss. Our idea is also supported by the findings that
In [30] , active probing-based available bandwidth estimation technologies were roughly divided into two categories: 1) probe gap model (PGM) methods and 2) probe rate model (PRM) methods. In this paradigm, a probing train, which is composed of several packet pairs, is sent to collect end-to-end statistics for available bandwidth estimation. Some representative approaches are reviewed here to facilitate describing our method and comparing it with others later.
1) Probe Rate Model (PRM)-Based Methods:
The idea behind PRM-based methods [7] , [11] , [17] , [19] , [27] is to exploit self-induced congestion, which relies on an intuitive assumption that if the probing rate is higher than the available bandwidth, then the probing packets will start queuing in the bottleneck router, resulting in increasing one-way delay. More specifically, one-way delays are determined by three factors: service, queuing, and transmission delays, where the transmission delay is also the propagation delay and the service delay is defined as the packet size over sending rate. In a single-hop network environment, the one-way delay of the th packet , , at the hop is (1) where denotes the departure time of sent from the sender, denotes the arrival time of received at the receiver, denotes the queuing delay, denotes the service delay, and denotes the transmission delay. Based on (1), the OWD jitter, , measured as the difference between two one-way delays, can be derived as (2) which can be further simplified as (3) based on the assumptions that the difference between transmission delays can be eliminated if the packets are transferred over the same path and that the difference between service delays can be eliminated if the packet size is the same.
Similarly, we consider a multihop with a single bottleneck environment. Let the propagation path be composed of links, and let each hop, , consist of a FIFO queue and a store and forward router. The OWD jitter of the multihop path can be obtained by summing the OWD jitters (3) of all the hops for the th packet pair, which is simplified due to domination of the tight link as (4) where denotes the location of the tight link and holds for . The OWD jitters in (4) can result in two trends: increasing OWD and decreasing OWD.
The probability of OWD increasing trend as adopted in [17] is determined by comparing 2 two OWDs at a hop as follows:
Equation (5) implies that if the probability of an increasing OWD ratio is larger than 0.5, then increasing OWD will occur in an OWD sequence. In addition, (5) also implies that a bottleneck will occur no matter whether it is located in the tight link or bottleneck link. This is the unique characteristic of PRM-based methods.
2) Probe Gate Model (PGM)-Based Methods:
In PGM-based methods [3] , [21] , [26] , [30] , probing packets are sent into the network in the hope that the inter-departure time can be different from the inter-arrival time at the receiver side. This information can be exploited to measure the average cross traffic rate. Under this circumstance, it is possible to directly estimate the available bandwidth as the bottleneck link capacity minus the cross traffic rate. Two assumptions are made in PGM so that reliable and fast available bandwidth estimation can be better guaranteed without the need to pour many probing trains into the network. They are 1) a single-hop environment is assumed such that the link with the minimum available bandwidth is the same as the bottleneck link and 2) the fluid cross traffic model is assumed so that probing noises 3 will not exist and the packet pairs in a packet train will operate in the same queuing region. Two kinds of queuing regions are used to indicate the load of a bottleneck: a joint queuing region (JQR) indicates that the bottleneck is congested during the inter-arrival time when a packet pair reaches the receiver; a disjoint queuing region (DQR) indicates that the bottleneck is not congested.
Let us take IGI [3] as an example to illustrate how a PGMbased method works. Basically, IGI involves two tasks: determining the queuing region where a packet train operates and estimating the cross traffic rate. For queuing region determination, it is said that a packet train is operating in a joint queuing region (JQR) if (6) holds, where is the number of packet pairs in a packet train, denotes the inter-departure time (or input probing gap) of the th packet train at the sender, denotes the inter-arrival time (or output probing gap) of the th packet pair of the th packet train arriving at the receiver, and is the threshold used to determine the queuing region type of a packet train. In [3] , Hu and Steenkiste suggested that be set to 0.1 experimentally. They also assumed use of the fluid cross traffic model with a constant rate.
When the packet pairs operate in a JQR, the inter-departure time of a packet pair is simply assumed to be fully filled with cross traffic. As a result, the cross traffic rate, , with respect to the th packet train can be derived as (7) where denotes the tight link capacity and the constant value, , denotes the probing packet size. Since IGI assumes operation in a single-hop environment, the bottleneck link capacity is equal to the tight link capacity . Therefore, the available bandwidth, , can be directly estimated as . However, in a multihop environment, it is known that .
C. Our Contributions
Since this study focuses on the use of end-to-end statistics for available bandwidth estimation, we propose a new method, called JitterPath, based on the exploitation of one-way delay jitter. Among various end-to-end statistics, our method is based on one-way delay jitter because: 1) The use of packet loss is feasible only if the distinction between congestion loss and wireless loss is performed, which is still challenging and not the main scope of this paper.
2) The use of round-trip-time (RTT), whose accuracy is affected by the queuing delay of the feedback channel, is not reliable. 3) As one-way-delay (OWD) is composed of the service time, propagation time, and queuing delay, if the packets are of the same size and transmitted over the same path, then OWD jitter will be composed of queuing delay jitter only, which can provide accurate measurement information.
JitterPath includes a strategy called the "queuing delay propagation model (QDPM)" that can be used to predict whether the bottleneck is congested during the measured period, and can inherently alleviate the probing noises caused in the bursty cross traffic model. Our method also defines the "captured traffic Table I . The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we point out the key drawbacks of the existing PRMand PGM-based available bandwidth estimation methods and describe our strategies. In Section III, we first describe the proposed method, JitterPath, which contains a so-called "queuing delay propagation model (QDPM)" to precisely determine the type of queuing region for each packet pair and uses a so-called "captured traffic ratio" to indicate the relationship between the probing rate and available bandwidth under the fluid traffic model. In Section IV, our method, JitterPath, is presented based on the bursty traffic model, which considers the impact of probing noise when measuring the available bandwidth. In Section V, simulation and real-network results are given and comparisons with other methods are made to demonstrate the effectiveness of our method. Finally, concluding remarks are made in Section VI.
II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND OUR SOLUTION
From a review of the literature, we find that the main drawback of the PRM-based methods is that the accuracy in determining the OWD increasing trend depends on the nature of the cross traffic model. If the cross traffic operates like a fluid model 4 [12] , [29] , then its arrival rates are constant, and the amount of cross traffic inserted within each packet pair is the same. Under these circumstances, the queuing delays of probing packets will constitute an increasing and smoothing sequence if the probing rate is higher than the available bandwidth. On the other hand, if the probing rate is lower than or equal to the available bandwidth, no queuing delay will occur.
However, TCP traffic, the main traffic over the networks, will affect the accuracy of PRM-based methods. The large-scale of the jth packet train with packets of size s is higher than the available bandwidth, and the cross traffic rate decreases progressively during measurement. "D " denotes the queuing delay of the ith probing packet. The OWD increasing trend is not detected so as to wrongly determine that the bottleneck is not congested. Fig. 2 . Error in PGM, where the probing rate is higher than the available bandwidth, and the cross traffic rate decreases progressively during measurement. The decreasing gap is, in fact, a JQR, but IGI incorrectly determines it to be a DQR.
Internet measurement in [5] revealed that aggregated TCP's throughput is stationary if a large number of TCP connections compete for bandwidth with each other over a long-term period of time. Unfortunately, if the observed period is not long enough, TCP traffic will act bursty instead of fluid so the OWD increasing trend does not suffice to represent the relationship between the probing rate and available bandwidth (5), especially when the cross traffic rate varies during measurement. A typical scenario is depicted in Fig. 1 , where the OWD increasing trend is not detected even when the probing rate is higher than the available bandwidth.
In view of this fact, the restriction of using fluid traffic only is removed in our method. In addition, the common belief that the OWD decreasing trend is useless for estimating the available bandwidth is also ignored in this study. On the contrary, we find that it does indeed provide useful information for indicating the relationship between the probing rate and available bandwidth. On the other hand, we also show in (5) that only one-way delay jitter is employed to infer the relationship between the probing rate and available bandwidth in the PRM-based methods. As we will show later, this is not sufficient.
The PGM-based methods typically assume the use of the fluid cross traffic model since it can judge that the expanded output gaps are filled with cross traffic, while the reduced output gaps are only caused by previously expanded output gaps. However, the threshold in (6), used to judge whether or not a probing train operates in a joint queuing region, is easily affected by the probing noise (to be discussed in Section IV) when bursty cross traffic is encountered. If this threshold cannot be accurately set, then the type of queuing region in which a packet train operates will be wrongly determined, leading to inaccurate estimation of the available bandwidth. A typical scenario is depicted in Fig. 2 , where a reduced output gap that is a JQR is wrongly determined as being a DQR due to the assumption that the fluid traffic model is used.
In addition, the PGM-based methods rely on the use of the bottleneck link capacity to directly calculate the available bandwidth. Thus, accurate estimation of the bottleneck link capacity is indispensable. In our method, the bottleneck link capacity is only employed to approximately set the upper bound of the available bandwidth during the process of iterative approximation in available bandwidth estimation. Thus, the BC mainly affects the convergence time instead of the accuracy in our method.
To address the aforementioned problems, we propose a new queuing region determination technique based on one-way delay jitter and queuing delay, where sufficient information is collected to infer the relationship between the probing rate and available bandwidth, i.e., bottleneck utilization. One advantage is that only information about the queuing status of the bottleneck is collected no matter where the bottleneck is located. Another advantage is that a binary search-based strategy is used for iterative available bandwidth estimation to avoid the explicit use of bottleneck link capacity and to eliminate the probing noise. More importantly, since the proposed queuing delay propagation model can efficiently eliminate the probing noise caused by bursty traffic, our method is not limited to the fluid traffic model. All the technical components will be described in the following two sections with respect to the fluid and bursty cross traffic model, respectively.
III. PROPOSED METHOD, JITTERPATH, BASED
ON THE FLUID TRAFFIC MODEL In this section, the proposed method based on the fluid cross traffic model, in which no probing noise exists and the packet pairs of the same packet train operate in the same queuing region, will be presented first. In Section III-A, a strategy for queuing delay propagation model (QDPM)-based queuing region determination will be presented. It can be used to classify the output gaps of a packet train at the receiver side. In addition, the queuing delay is updated once a packet pair has been processed by the router. In Section III-B, we will exploit the types of queuing regions and the magnitude relationship between the total output gaps accumulated in JQRs and the total input gaps to investigate the relationship between the probing rate and available bandwidth. Then, in Section III-C, we will describe an iterative probing rate adjustment strategy, where the updated probing rate can gradually approximate the available bandwidth.
A. Queuing Delay Propagation Model (QDPM)-Based Queuing Region Determination
In active probing-based available bandwidth estimation, probing packet trains are sent and interact with cross traffic so that useful information can be collected to derive the available bandwidth. Here, a packet train is composed of several back-by-back packet pairs, and the time interval within a packet pair is called the "probing gap." In other words, the "input probing gap" is defined as the inter-departure time of a packet pair sent from the sender, while the "output probing gap" is defined as the inter-arrival time of a packet pair reaching the receiver. The output probing gap may be different from its corresponding input probing gap because the sent packet train may be affected by cross traffic since the time interval within a packet pair is either compressed or expanded.
The utilization of the bottleneck router during the inter-arrival time of a packet pair is expressed by two different queuing regions (QRs) [3] : a joint queuing region (JQR) and a disjoint queuing region (DQR). More specifically, a JQR is strictly defined as the situation where the bottleneck router is fully busy servicing aggregated traffic during the time interval within a packet pair, which also means that the bottleneck router is never idle during that interval. The aggregated traffic is composed of the probing traffic and cross traffic. Below, a more accurate QR determination method is described by exploiting both one-way delay jitter and queuing delay.
1) Queuing Region Determination: Let a probing packet train be composed of packet pairs. Let , which is composed of consecutive probing packets and , denote the th packet pair in the th packet train, whose inter-departure time is denoted by . Let denote the queuing region in which operates. If is defined as operating in a JQR, then the bottleneck router does not finish the following three tasks before the arrival of : processing the queued traffic (let denote the sum of the queued traffic and undelivered packets when arrives at the router), processing (let be the constant packet size), and processing the cross traffic inserted within this packet pair (let denote the amount of cross traffic arriving at the bottleneck during the inter-arrival time of ). These tasks can be related to each other as follows: (8) where denotes the capacity of a tight link. Based on the definition of a JQR, the inter-arrival time of a packet pair measured at the receiver side is , which is the output gap, . In addition, let be denoted as , representing the queuing delay that accumulates before packet . Thus, (8) can be rewritten as (9) Equation (9) can be further rewritten by substituting the one-way delay jitter for the difference between the output and input gaps as follows:
where . In fact, (10) shows what can be derived if a packet pair operates in a JQR.
In practice, in order to determine the queuing region type of a packet pair, what the receiver needs based on (10) is the OWD jitter and the accumulated queuing delay. In addition, OWD jitter is also known to closely depend on the accumulated queuing delay, which implies that an accurate queuing delay propagation mechanism is indispensable. We shall discuss this issue in Section III-A2. Thus, the condition that can be used to determine whether a queuing region is a JQR is defined as (11) under the fluid traffic model. In contrast with (5) for the PRM-based methods, our method uses not only OWD jitter but also delay information to classify a queuing region. In addition,
in (11) reveals that the packet pair captures a certain amount of cross traffic. However, the queuing region of is not certain to be a JQR because the captured cross traffic is not guaranteed to completely fill the gap within . If and space exists (see Fig. 3 ) within , then the output gap is actually a DQR but is erroneously determined to be a JQR. This estimation error is caused by the probing noise (i.e., empty gaps) and will be further studied in more detail in Section IV by taking the bursty traffic model into consideration.
2) Queuing Delay Propagation: Once has been determined based on (11), the accumulated queuing delay needs to be calculated so that the next queuing region can be determined. Depending on whether packet pair operates in a JQR or not, the queuing delay that accumulates in front of packet can be derived as if is JQR if is DQR.
As a result, if the procedures shown in (11) and (12) are iteratively performed, then the queuing region determination and queuing delay propagation can be accomplished. However, it should be noted that , the "initial queuing delay," is the queuing delay in front of the first probing packet in the th packet train and is still unknown. This will be addressed in the next subsection.
3) Determining the Initial Queuing Delay: Since the accumulated queuing delay and one-way delay jitter play key roles in determining the type of queuing region, they are exploited here to determine the initial queuing delay. Our method only needs to trace the output gaps of a packet train once to determine the initial queuing delay. We will investigate this issue based on two cases.
First, we will consider the case where the first OWD jitter is less than zero, i.e.,
. This means that the first output gap is reduced to absorb the initial queuing delay. The size of the first output gap depends on two factors: the queuing delay and cross traffic. If there is no cross traffic or if the amount of inserted cross traffic is not large enough to expand the first output gap, then is equal to the initial queuing delay . On the other hand, if , then subsequent output probing gaps will be gradually reduced so as to absorb . Propagation of the queuing delay will continue, and a decreasing sequence of queuing delays, , will be generated until , which is caused by the inserted cross traffic, is satisfied. This means that the initial queuing delay will be completely exhausted. Therefore, the initial queuing delay can be calculated and found to be the absolute value of , . In the second case, the first OWD jitter is larger than zero, i.e.,
. In this situation, we cannot be sure whether the initial queuing delay will be completely absorbed in the first output gap or if it does not exist initially. However, we can infer the queuing delay of the second packet based on (12) and use it as though it were the initial queuing delay, even though we will lose the aggregated traffic captured in the first output gap. This phenomenon might slightly affect the "captured traffic ratio" determination (which will be discussed in the next section). However, its short-term impact on the accuracy of available bandwidth estimation may, in fact, be negligible when compared with the long-term impact of probing noise.
After the queuing regions and queuing delays in a packet train have been determined, the so-called "captured traffic ratio (CTR)" can be quantified to determine the relationship between the probing rate and available bandwidth.
B. Captured Traffic Ratio Under the Fluid Model
When a single packet pair is considered, the relationship between the probing rate and available bandwidth can be expressed as (13) where denotes the input probing gap within the packet pair, denotes the probing rate of a packet pair, denotes the cross traffic rate captured by the packet pair, and denotes . When a packet train is considered, (13) can be rewritten for all packet pairs of the th probing packet train with probing rate , which is composed of packet pairs, as (14) where denotes the amount of cross traffic captured by packet pair in the th packet train. Moreover, the sum of the probing and cross traffic, denoted by in (14) , can be further classified into two types according to the kind of queuing region in which a packet pair operates. Thus, (14) can be rewritten as shown in (15) at the bottom of the page. However, no clue can be used to reliably measure the amount of cross traffic in a DQR. 5 Consequently, only the cross traffic, which is captured in JQRs, can be exploited to determine the relationship between the probing rate and available bandwidth. Furthermore, under the conditions that the cross traffic is fluid and the probing rate is larger than the available bandwidth, all packet pairs in a packet train will operate in the same queuing region, i.e., JQR. Consequently, (15) can be rewritten based on this prior knowledge as follows: (16) Substituting into (16), we have (17) where denotes the value of the "captured traffic ratio (CTR)," which is the ratio of the total output gaps accumulated in JQRs to the total input gaps, and is a measurement of the bottleneck utilization during the th packet train probing. On the other hand, when , . The proposed CTR is an important indicator for measuring the bottleneck's status during packet train probing. If the cross traffic's arrival model is fluid, then the bottleneck's status as measured by means of each packet pair will be the same. However, if the cross traffic is bursty, then a single packet pair can only measure the bottleneck's status at one instant. In view of this fact, CTR is employed to indicate the measured average utilization of the bottleneck. There are critical differences between CTR (in our method) and (in the PGM-based methods): (1) CTR acts like in (6) in that both indicate the relationship between the probing rate and available bandwidth; (2) CTR can be dynamically adjusted depending on the fluctuation of the cross traffic rate, which makes our method more adaptive to dynamic network conditions.
C. Probing Rate Adjustment
According to (17) , the relationship between the probing rate of the th packet train and the available bandwidth can be determined. Binary search [11] is then adopted to iteratively approximate the available bandwidth. As we will described in Section IV-A, iterative approximation also facilitates elimination of probing noise. Given the probing rate of the th packet train and the obtained , the next probing rate can be determined as follows:
where denotes the upper bound of and denotes the lower bound of . Although no guideline is available for setting the initial values of and , we recommend that be set to the upper bound of the available bandwidth, which is equal to the capacity of the bottleneck link, and that be set to the lower bound of the available bandwidth, which is, ideally, zero. It should be noted that is merely used to bound the maximum value of . If is arbitrarily set to a large value or a known link's capacity (e.g., first output link capacity), the convergence time for available bandwidth estimation will become longer. On the other hand, the bottleneck link capacity can be estimated by means of available methods, such as pathrate [1] and Nettimer [14] .
The above probing rate adjustment procedure stops if holds such that the degree of fluctuation of the available bandwidth is bound to , which is called the "estimation resolution." When the stop condition is satisfied, is adopted as the estimated available bandwidth. In addition, is adopted as the next initial probing rate when the available bandwidth procedure restarts.
So far, it can be seen that the proposed method tries to find the available bandwidth by repeatedly pouring traffic into the network. Once the buffer of the router overflows, the incoming data will be dropped, leading to packet loss. Here, we assume that packet loss is caused by congestion, which occurs in a wired environment. Under this circumstance, if the receiver detects probing packet loss, then the sender has to adjust the new probing rate using the AIMD mechanism [9] . However, when the probing rate is reduced to less than , this adjustment is not helpful for enabling the probing rate to converge to the available bandwidth. Thus, we propose reducing the next probing rate to instead of .
IV. PROPOSED METHOD, JITTERPATH, UNDER THE BURSTY TRAFFIC MODEL
In this section, we will discuss the proposed method under the bursty traffic model. When bursty cross traffic is encountered, the output probing gaps, even those carrying useful information for measuring the cross traffic rate, are contaminated with probing noises, which are defined as gaps that are not occupied by traffic. An example of probing noise is illustrated in Fig. 3 , where the aggregated traffic's rate for the two scenarios is larger than the bottleneck capacity. Therefore, a bottleneck will be congested during the inter-arrival time of a packet pair. However, a bottleneck in the second scenario will not be congested due to the appearance of probing noise. Liu et al. [18] first pointed out that probing noise is caused by the superposition of incoming probing and cross traffic even if the probing rate is larger than the available bandwidth. Let the probing noise be denoted by . The following relationship can be established [18] : (18) The probing noise, , is the key reason for inaccurate measurement of the cross traffic rate (7) with the PGM-based methods, which exploit the relationship between the output gap and input gap. Since the PGM methods exploit the condition where holds to infer the available bandwidth, (18) can be rewritten as (19) In (19) , if the probing rate, , is equal to the available bandwidth and if the cross traffic exactly fills the gap within the packet pair (where the queuing region of is a JQR), then the probing noise must be zero. In addition, if the cross traffic does not completely fill the gap within but creates a false phenomenon such that (where the queuing region of is a DQR), then probing noise exists. Under these circumstances, we can define the rules for queuing region determination under the bursty cross traffic model as follows:
In order to reduce the impact of probing noise on queuing region determination, we eliminate the probing noise by means of our queuing delay propagation model, as discussed in the next subsection.
A. Eliminating Probing Noise
In [18] , Liu et al. investigated the quantification of probing noise, , which is determined by the injected probing packets and accumulated queuing delay as follows: (21) where is the idle period during which no probing traffic data is serviced, and . However, they focused on probing-based single hop analysis without presenting a probing noise-resilient available bandwidth estimation method. In the following, we shall analyze two cases to show that the probing noise can be effectively eliminated by means of our queuing region determination strategy. It should be noted that both cases discussed below involve interference caused by probing noises such that a queuing region is erroneously determined as a JQR, while it is actually a DQR.
In the first case, . In addition, we assume that holds so that the queuing region of is determined as a JQR based on (11), and can be derived based on (12) . If probing noise continues to exist, then a sequence of decreasing queuing delays can be built. When the decreasing queuing delay sequence converges to zero, i.e., (for ), our method can accurately determine that packet pair is a DQR based on (11) since . Therefore, the negative impact of probing noise can finally be eliminated.
In the second case, . Again, we assume that holds so that the queuing region of is determined as a JQR. Based on (12), we can obtain . If probing noise continues to exist, then a sequence of increasing queuing delays can be built. In this situation, we can see from (21) that probing noise (for ) can be eliminated when the queuing delay is sufficiently large to make . We have found that our queuing delay propagation model is inherently able to stop or eliminate probing noises. Simulation results will be presented later to confirm our analysis that longer probing trains are able to reduce measurement errors. However, probing noises will still remain if the length of a probing packet train is not sufficient. Under this circumstance, the output gaps will be contaminated by probing noises, and in (17) will be incorrectly estimated. In the next subsection, we will further investigate how to approximately estimate the residual probing noise and derive the impact of probing noise on the relationship between the probing rate and available bandwidth under the bursty cross traffic model.
B. Captured Traffic Ratio (CTR) Under Bursty Cross Traffic
By summing both sides of (18) and letting , we can derive (22) for all packet pairs in the th probing packet train, where the first term (let be represented by hereafter) on the right side of (22) denotes the average bottleneck utilization, and the second term (let be represented by hereafter) denotes the average probing noise ratio. In addition, the average bottleneck utilization can be divided into two parts, and , where is defined in (17) and denotes the un-captured traffic ratio in DQRs, which is . As a result, (22) can be rewritten as (23) We further let denote the sum of and in DQR gaps. As a result, we can derive (24) where . In this study, denotes noncaptured traffic ratio (non-CTR) that appears due to probing noise at the th probing. If probing noise is eliminated, then the originally uncaptured traffic in DQRs will become captured such that . It is well known that the sum of average cross traffic and probing rate is larger than the tight link capacity or the bottleneck utilization is larger than 1 if and only if the probing rate is larger than the available bandwidth. In other word, iff . Due to probing noise, cannot be measured. We use a strong condition, , to infer . In addition, is used to infer . Thus, the relationship between the probing rate and available bandwidth can be derived as (25) Comparing (17) and (25), we find that the probing noise ratio affects the estimation of the available bandwidth. More importantly, the existence of probing noise may lead to the erroneous classification of a DQR as a JQR, as illustrated in Fig. 3 . When holds, the relationship between probing rate and available bandwidth cannot be determined within this ambiguous region. We will discuss this issue in the next subsection. In addition, we will also investigate the relationship between the noncaptured traffic ratio and additional probing rate that is used for elimination of probing noise.
C. Relationship Between the Noncaptured Traffic Ratio and Additional Probing Rate
An effective way to eliminate probing noise is to pour more probing traffic into the network, as pointed out in [18] . This corresponds to probing longer packet trains, as described in Section IV-A. However, we should be careful not to pour in too much probing traffic so as to avoid unnecessary network collapse. In this section, we shall investigate the relationship between the noncaptured traffic ratio and additional probing rate used for elimination of probing noise. Since the noncaptured traffic ratio, as indicated in (24) , can be estimated in practice, we propose to quantify the maximum additional probing rate (corresponding to the maximum noncaptured traffic ratio) in the case where the probing rate is equal to the available bandwidth and probing noise exists.
Suppose that the average cross traffic rate is and that the Pareto on/off cross traffic model is considered. In this case, the maximum and minimum cross traffic rates can be represented by and , respectively. In order to simplify our analysis, is assumed. Under these circumstances, if a packet pair captures the cross traffic with a rate of , then the probing rate is larger than the available bandwidth point during the inter-arrival time of this packet pair in the bottleneck, and its queuing region operates in a JQR. On the other hand, the queuing region of a packet pair, which captures cross traffic with a rate of , may operate in a DQR or JQR. If this packet pair can receive the propagated queuing delay of the preceding probing packets, then this queuing delay is useful for this packet pair operating in a JQR, as revealed by (20) and (21) .
To simplify analysis, we assume that the number of packet pairs, which capture cross traffic with two different rates, are the same and are set to . In addition, let denote the number of packet pairs that capture cross traffic with a rate of and receive sufficient accumulated queuing delays such that their queuing regions operate in a JQR. Under these circumstances, the CTR of a packet train will be the amount of aggregated traffic in these packet pairs divided by the maximum amount of traffic that the bottleneck can process. The amount of cross traffic, , captured by the packet pairs and the amount of cross traffic, , captured by the packet pairs are, respectively, used to substitute for in (15) , and after some derivations we get (26) Moreover, by incorporating (24) and (26), the maximum value of (which can result in the maximum number of queuing regions determined as DQRs) is found if . Substituting into (26), we can derive the maximum as follows: (27) In order to reduce the effect of probing noise, the sender needs to use an additional probing rate , to capture the un-captured traffic, which is composed of probing and cross traffic in those packet pairs operating in DQRs. This implies that our goal is to exhaust the unused bandwidth, such that the aggregated traffic will fill the gaps between packet pairs. To this end, the amount of un-captured traffic is first calculated as . Then, we further consider that the probing rate is equal to the available bandwidth, i.e., , the aim being to consider the bursty cross traffic with the largest rate. Thus, the un-captured traffic is . To achieve maximum capture, is set in order to obtain the maximum un-captured traffic, . In addition, the amount of additionally probed traffic is . To achieve effective capture, the following condition must be guaranteed: (28) Given (27) and (28), the relationship between and can be derived as (29) However, the tight-link capacity in (29) is unknown, thus, we use derived in [1] , [14] to approximate in our method.
D. Probing Rate Adjustment in the Ambiguous Region
When falls between and 1, both and are kept unchanged and the next probing rate is adjusted based on the derived as . After this kind of adjustment, once the next value of CTR does not fall within the ambiguous region, (25) is used again. Otherwise, after additional probing we need to check the relationship between and . If they are close enough to each other, the probing procedure stops.
V. SIMULATION AND REAL-NETWORK RESULTS
In order to demonstrate the performance of our method, several simulations using ns2 [20] were conducted based on two different network models. Our method was also compared with PathChirp [27] and IGI [3] , 6 which are, respectively, typical PRM-and PGM-based mechanisms, in terms of the accuracy of available bandwidth estimation. Moreover, this choice is also based on the fact that PathChirp [27] has been shown to perform better than Pathload [11] . In this study, three different types of cross traffic, that is, constant bit-rate (CBR) traffic, TCP traffic, and Poisson traffic, were used for performance evaluation. Among them, CBR traffic, which approximates the fluid traffic model, is the least bursty traffic, TCP traffic is the most common traffic on the Internet, and cross traffic with a Poisson distribution was adopted here to emulate bursty and memoryless traffic. The default parameters used in ns2 were set for cross traffic except that the packet size was fixed at 1000 bytes.
In JitterPath, the value of was fixed at 200 Kbps. The initial value of is set to be . The probing rate was initially set to half of the bottleneck link capacity that can be estimated using the methods [1] , [14] , and its variation during available bandwidth measurement is plotted using dash-dot curves in the figures shown below. For IGI, we adopted a packet train composed of 60 packet pairs (i.e., ), and the size of each packet was 700 bytes, as suggested in [3] , so that the best results could be obtained. For PathChirp, we adopted a packet train with a packet size of 1200 bytes, as suggested in [27] . In our method, a packet train composed of 100 packet pairs (i.e.,
) and each packet of size 1000 bytes were adopted. The actual available bandwidth was averaged for every second by means of the trace log of ns2 simulation.
In addition to extensive simulations, Internet experiments were also conducted to further confirm the performance achievable with our method.
A. Single-Hop Network Environment
The first network topology, as shown in Fig. 4 , specifies a single-hop environment, where Ps and Pr denote, respectively, the sender and receiver in the end-to-end probing path, and Cs and Cr denote, respectively, the sender and receiver in the cross traffic transmission path. Three different kinds of cross traffic were, respectively, used to evaluate available bandwidth estimation. In the first scenario, the cross traffic contained CBR traffic only, which implied that the cross traffic rate was stable. In the second scenario, the cross traffic was composed of TCP traffic only. In this case, we added the first TCP flow at the beginning of network transmission and added a new TCP flow from Cs to Cr every 25 s. In the third scenario, the cross traffic was a Poisson distribution with a rate of 8 Mps, a bursty period of 5 ms, and an idle period of 10 ms. New probing was re-started after available bandwidth is estimated.
The results of available bandwidth estimation obtained using our method, IGI, and PathChirp, and the actual average available bandwidth are plotted in Figs. 5-7 for the above three scenarios.
Numerical comparisons among JitterPath, IGI, and PathChirp in terms of the mean and median of the measurement error, measurement time, and injected bandwidth as well as the mean square error (MSE) of the measurement error in the single-hop model are depicted in Table II . The measurement error is calculated based on the difference between the true and estimated available bandwidth (represented in Kbps). We can observe from this table that our method all obtained measurements with minimal errors. When the cross traffic was TCP or Poisson, the bursty behavior caused IGI and PathChirp to incorrectly estimate the relationship between the probing rate and available bandwidth. However, since our method can properly reduce the probing noise caused by bursty cross traffic, the available bandwidth could be more accurately estimated. On the other hand, when the cross traffic was composed of CBR traffic only, the cross traffic approximated the fluid model, which fits the assumption of IGI, so that IGI could obtain comparable results with ours. Finally, among these three approaches our method spent more measurement time than IGI and PathChirp, while PathChirp needs to inject the maximum amount of probing packets. (Fig. 4) , where the cross traffic was TCP traffic. (Fig. 4) , where the cross traffic was a Poisson distribution. 
B. Multihop Network Environment
Two different multihop with single bottleneck models were used to evaluate our method and compare its performance with that of IGI and PathChirp.
1) One-Hop Persistent: Fig. 8 shows a one-hop persistent model whose bottleneck can be shifted among all the links. In the network setting, the bandwidth of the first link (R1-R2) was set to 15 Mbps, the bandwidth of the second link (R2-R3) was set to 10 Mbps, and the bandwidth of the third link (R3-R4) was set to 15 Mbps. It should be noted that the available bandwidth of this end-to-end path is the minimum unused bandwidth among the three links. The bottleneck was initially located at bottleneck link (R2-R3) and could be shifted to other links if the cross traffic rate in each link was changed. The initial cross traffic rate in each link was 3 Mbps. New probing was restarted after available bandwidth is estimated.
In this simulation, two bottleneck shifting scenarios were studied. First, the bottleneck was shifted to the link in front of the bottleneck link. This scenario could be achieved by increasing the cross traffic rate of link R1-R2 until link R1-R2 finally became the bottleneck. In the second case, the bottleneck was shifted from link R1-R2 to link R3-R4. This could be achieved by increasing the cross traffic rate of link R3-R4 until the bottleneck was finally transferred to R3-R4. In addition, it should be noted that the bottleneck was shifted from the second link to the first link at the 200th second, and was shifted from the first link to the third link at the 350th second.
In Figs. 9-11 , the results for the estimated available bandwidth obtained with our method, PathChirp, and IGI, and the actual average available bandwidth are plotted for comparison purposes. The results shown in Fig. 9 were obtained when the cross traffic was composed of CBR flows only. It can be observed that our method was able to approximate the actual average available bandwidth with slight under-estimations, which were caused by the post narrow effect in that the packet pairs were queued again when the bottleneck is encountered. In fact, this phenomenon exactly appears in the multihop environment. PathChirp yielded rather inaccurate estimations no matter whether the cross traffic rate was high or low. Meanwhile, we found that IGI only estimated the available bandwidth correctly when the bottleneck was exactly located at the bottleneck link. In summary, the major weakness of both PathChirp and IGI as revealed in this simulation is that they tend to incorrectly detect the OWD increasing trend or obtain an incorrect queuing region. (Fig. 8) , where the cross traffic included both CBR and TCP traffic.
The estimation results shown in Fig. 10 were obtained when the cross traffic was composed of both CBR and TCP traffic. The bursty behavior of TCP flows could be simulated by first adding an TCP flow at the beginning of network transmission and adding a second TCP flow at the 200th second. It can be observed from Fig. 10 that both IGI and PathChirp yielded inaccurate and oscillatory estimations. Compared with PathChirp and IGI, our method is capable of obtaining more stable estimations.
The estimation results shown in Fig. 11 were obtained when the cross traffic was composed of both CBR and Poisson traffic. The Poisson traffic had a rate of 3 Mbps, a bursty period of 5 ms, and an idle period of 10 ms. The bursty behavior of Poisson traffic could be simulated by adding three Poisson flows, which Kbps) followed the same paths as CBR flows. We used CBR flows to control the shift of a tight link. It can be observed from Fig. 11 that both IGI and PathChirp yielded inaccurate and oscillatory estimations. Compared with PathChirp and IGI, our method is again capable of obtaining more stable estimations.
Numerical comparisons among JitterPath, IGI, and PathChirp in terms of the mean and median of the measurement error, measurement time, and injected bandwidth as well as the MSE of the measurement error in the one-hop persistent environment are shown in Table III . We can observe from this table that our method consistently obtained the minimum measurement errors. Again, among these three approaches our method spends more measurement time than IGI and PathChirp did, while PathChirp needs to inject the maximum amount of probing packets.
2) Path Persistent: Fig. 12 shows the path persistent model, whose network setting is the same in Fig. 8 except that the bottleneck is still located in the bottleneck link during measurement. Again, the two scenarios and three types of cross traffic used in the one-hop persistent environment were adopted for performance evaluation. (Fig. 12) , where the cross traffic contained CBR traffic only.
In Figs. 13-15 , we show the results of available bandwidth estimation obtained from three different sets of cross traffic. In each figure, the results obtained with our method (JitterPath), PathChirp, and IGI, and the actual average available bandwidth are plotted for comparison purposes. From these figures, we can draw conclusions that are similar to those drawn based on the results obtained in the one-hop environment. That is, both IGI and PathChirp yielded inaccurate and oscillatory estimations, while JitterPath again obtained more stable estimations.
Numerical comparisons among JitterPath, IGI, and PathChirp in terms of the mean and median of the measurement error, measurement time, and injected bandwidth as well as the MSE of the measurement error in the path persistent environment are shown in Table IV . Compared with the results obtained in the one-hop persistent environment, it was observed that smaller MSEs can be obtained in the path persistent environment. This is because the bottleneck remained in the bottleneck link, which is similar to the single-hop environment. Among these three approaches, our method spent more measurement time than IGI and PathChirp did, while PathChirp needs to inject the maximum amount of probing packets.
C. Measurement Accuracy versus Packet Train Length
We also examined the relationship between the estimation accuracy achieved with our method and the length of the probing (Fig. 12) , where the cross traffic included both CBR and TCP traffic. Table V . It can be seen that by probing longer packet trains, our method was able to obtain estimations with smaller MSEs, no matter what kind of cross traffic was encountered. This is consistent with our claim in Section IV-A that probing noise can be more efficiently eliminated when a longer packet train is probed.
On the other hand, we can also observe from Table V that as the packet train length became longer and that the measurement error approximately converged to 200 Kbps, which is close to the initial setting of , for both CBR and TCP traffic. In the case of Poisson traffic, the measurement error remained about 600 Kbps for longer packet trains. On the whole, our simulation results indicate that for a packet train composed of more than one hundred packet pairs, the measurement error either reached the default resolution or could not be further reduced.
D. Real-Network Environment
Internet experiments were also conducted to evaluate JitterPath, IGI [3] and PathChirp [27] using PlanetLab nodes [24] . It is known that the most accurate measurements can be acquired by MRTG [22] , which, however, needs to access all links and their capacities along the path during measurements. As a result, we chose the relative measurement error, which was also employed in [3] , as the criterion for verifying the estimation accuracy of these two approaches. The relative measurement error was defined as (30) where is the estimated available bandwidth, is the bottleneck link capacity, and is the bulk data transmission rate, which was measured by Iperf [31] .
In the Internet experiments, our measurements were collected from five PlanetLab nodes [24] and six paths among them. The five nodes include UCLA (University of California at Los Angeles), UCB (University of California at Berkeley), BU (Boston University), THU (Tsinghua University, People Republic of China), and AS (Academia Sinica, Taiwan, Republic of China). The six paths chosen for available bandwidth estimation include (p1) from AS to BU; (p2) from AS to UCLA; (p3) from AS to UCB; (p4) from THU to BU; (p5) from THU to UCLA; and (p6) from THU to UCB. The parameter setting here was the same as in the simulations. These measurements were collected from five runs (one run per day), each lasting four hours. Every ten minutes, the relative measurement errors obtained from these three approaches over the six paths were recorded. The final measurements were produced by averaging the results obtained in the five runs. Again, three metrics, including the mean, median, and MSE of measurement errors were used for performance evaluation, as shown in Table VI . We can observe from Table VI that JitterPath produced smaller relative measurement errors than IGI and PathChirp did. In summary, we can find that the Internet results were consistent with the simulation results, and that both sets of results indicate that the proposed method (JitterPath) is able to achieve smaller estimation errors.
VI. CONCLUSION
Traditional transport protocols are unable to provide stable transmission due to the lack of information about the available bandwidth. Meanwhile, end-to-end available bandwidth estimation has been found to be helpful for congestion control of multimedia transmission. In this paper, we have proposed a probing noise resilient available bandwidth estimation scheme, called JitterPath, which is based on one-way delay jitter and queuing delay propagation for multimedia applications. To this end, we have presented solutions to 1) queuing region classification; 2) queuing delay propagation; and 3) initial queuing delay determination. We further quantify the captured traffic ratio, which is defined as the ratio of the total output gaps accumulated in JQRs to the total input gaps, and use it to specify the relationship between the probing rate and available bandwidth, i.e., the bottleneck utilization. Finally, a binary search-based probing rate adjustment mechanism has been proposed to iteratively approximate the available bandwidth with an error that is within the preset estimation resolution. Our method has been presented with both the fluid and bursty traffic models. In addition, several simulations and Internet experiments have been conducted to verify our method.
Based on our findings, we have employed the relationship between the probing rate and available bandwidth to determine the cause of packet loss, which is either congestion loss or wireless loss. Our preliminary results are promising. In the future, a TFRC-like rate control mechanism will also be investigated. By integrating both the congestion control and error control technologies, we aim to develop a QoS-guaranteed video transmission system for use in wireless environments.
